
	

Resilience also means resistibility or the art of dealing with challenges.  
 
Many people are confronted with new demanding challenges due to the current situation, 
whether it is home office, working short-time, job security or frustration as a result of 
investment stops. 
 
To help address these issues, we have developed a journey in which we accompany individuals 
or teams in a process that addresses these challenges and helps them to shape their everyday 
lives to be more resilient. 
 
The Journey in brief: 
 

1:1 online sessions with experienced coach (Day 1 – 22) 
Objective definition & “travel planning” (30 min) 
3 x Follow-up to ensure continuity (30 min)  
 

“It is what it is. 
But it will be, 

what you make of it.” 

Group Review – Day 23 – 44) 
Interactive exchange about your experiences 
with other participants  
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Personal travel journal 
Defining & recording personal actions & 
reflections  
 

Resilience inputs 
Weekly webinars on various topics related to 
resilience 



Who is this Journey suitable for?  Individuals or teams 
 
How long does the journey take? 22 or 44 days 

- 22 days with personal accompaniment  
- 22 days with group accompaniment 

 
What do you need?    Good will and a little discipline 
      Access to our online tool 
      Approx. 15 - 20 minutes daily 
 
What can you expect from us?   Focus, empathy, inspiration, 
      expertise, motivation, ideas 
 
Costs?      CHF 260.00 for 22 days  
      CHF 95.00 for additional 22 days 
      Special offer valid till End August 2020 
 
How can you register?   By mail: susanne.kaegi@splash.ch 
      or via our homepage: www.splash.ch	

What do we focus on during the Journey? 
 
We focus on resources that are available and that help us to be self-effective.  
 
The participants are coached by an experienced coach 
and the personal travel journal is an invitation to define  
small daily actions for personal resilience. 
 
In addition, useful information and tips are provided through  
various channels and weekly webinars to raise awareness  
and provide inspiration. These are voluntary and  
accessible via login. 
 
The daily time expenditure is minimal. We rely on continuity,  
which is why our journey takes 22 or 44 days.  



	

Strengthen your personal resources & resilience 

Every journey has stages and usually also a clear destination. What will you experience 
during your personal resilience journey?  
 
	1:1 Online coaching with an experienced coach 
Exchanging and talking with a coach to discuss your goals and 
actions and to get inspiration & motivation. 
	
Personal travel journal 
Thanks to personal travel planning and daily reflection, you 
determine small steps that will move you forward.	

Resilience inputs: Online webinars on resilience topics 
We offer weekly webinars, which can be freely chosen by you. You 
will receive various impulses and information on topics related to 
resilience. 
	
Resilience Forum: Space for exchange, concerns & questions 
Our forum gives you the opportunity to exchange ideas with 
colleagues and like-minded people. 

Resilience impulse: daily impulse for new ideas and good energy 
These can help you get the day off to a good start. They give you 
practical tips and tricks for resilience in everyday life. 

Group review: Feedback on the achievement of milestones  
Regular group webinars help you to stay on track and to pursue 
your goals with focus. These give you new perspectives and 
encourage creativity. 

Resilience activities: from “lonely” to “together” 
Perhaps the drive to get out, to get moving or to be mindful is 
missing. We offer different remote activities, which we do together 
at the same time, but each at his own place - together it's more fun.  
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